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1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) technology has been reviewed for the nuclear power plant application. One of challenging application is AI based Autonomous Operation System (AOS) which provide automatic control of nuclear power plant startup and shutdown operation[1,2,3,4]. During the startup and shutdown operation, safety related component should be controlled. Therefore, AOS may have control function of safety related component. AOS may designed as non-safety grade as other control system in NPP. Therefore, AOS should be designed to keep independence between safety-related and non-safety related system.

2. Independence requirement and priority design

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 24 states, that the protection system shall be separated from control systems to the extent that failure of any single control system component or channel, or failure or removal from service of any single protection system component or channel which is common to the control and protection systems leaves intact a system satisfying all reliability, redundancy, and independence requirements of the protection system. Interconnection of the protection and control systems shall be limited so as to assure that safety is not significantly impaired.

In APR1400 I&C design, there is component interface module (CIM) which handle the control signal from protection system and non-safety grade diverse protection system (DPS). The CIM is a qualified safety module that uses hardware logic devices to cope with a common-cause failure (CCF) of the digital protection and safety systems. The CIM receives component control signals from the ESF-CCS, DPS, diverse manual ESF actuation (DMA) switches, and front panel control (FPC) switch.

The CIM combines these control signals through conventional hardware priority logic and then sends the resulting signal to the controlled component such as an MOV, pump motor, or solenoid-operated valve. The CIM provides the priority logic function between ESF CCS actuation signals and DMA switch signals and also provides the interface function from the ESF CCS to the plant component.

When AOS send control signal to safety related component, that control signal should not interfere the safety functions. The priority for AOS and other signal can be implemented in the CIM. Fig. 1 shows the configuration of CIM which include the priority function for autonomous operation system. The configuration in dashed line represent the typical CIM design. The control signal for autonomous operation is connected to CIM for priority selection.

![Figure 1. Priority design for autonomous operation system](image)

The priority of autonomous control signal has lowest priority to ensure that the safety function. Following shows the details about priority in CIM including autonomous control signal. The priority of (a) control signal from ESF-CCS and (b) control signal from DPS are based on state priority. For each ESF component the state priority has been defined according to the design of safety function. The priority of (c) control signal from autonomous operation system is always lower than other control signal to ensure that the safety function.

- **priority rule**: \(( (a) = (b) ) > (c)\)

3. Reachable operation state by autonomous control system and safety

The aviation industry also applied safety function for mission critical system. The Simplex architecture, which uses verified safety controller and verified switching logic, has been proposed by Stanley Bak, et al[5]. In the Simplex architecture, complex controller and safety controller are used and the decision module which has verified switch logic decide which controller will be used according to the plant status. This architecture enables the safe use of high-performance, untrusted and complex control algorithms without requiring them to be formally verified [5]. In this paper for the autonomous operation, priority design has been applied instead of verified switching logic to ensure safety function. Priority design is more simple than selection logic, because one priority logic can be applied to all control signal while selection logic may depend on various state of operation status.

When the safety protection system provides safety function without failure, the status of plant may be controlled in safe status. APR1400 control system has
been analyzed for common cause failure of control system [6,7]. It means that every possible failure and spurious control from non-safety related control system can be mitigated by safety related protection system. The qualitative analysis shows that the appropriate actuation of the safety systems, and the inherent sufficient safety margin, keep the plant in acceptance criteria of safety goal. This analysis includes the effects of failure of autonomous system related to non-safety component control. Figure 2 shows that the reachable operation state by control system is maintained in safety limit by protection system. The approach for common cause failure analysis in control system can be used directly to the analysis of autonomous operation system.

4. Discussion

The priority design for autonomous operation has been suggested. The existing CIM can be used as priority module for autonomous operation system. CIM already includes the priority design for protection system and diverse system and it has enough quality for safety function. The priority logic in CIM has been suggested to ensure the safety functions against the failure control from autonomous operation system.

For the non-safety component control of autonomous operation system, CCF analysis for control system can be used. For the APR1400 design, the effects of worst case CCF in control system is mitigated by protection system. Therefore, the worst control failure of autonomous operation system is not affect the plant safety.
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